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PERCUSSION
An artist puts his heart, mind and soul into every beat of
every song he plays. His sound is complicated. Part

Robert

Future Man

Vilera

instrument, part player, and part emotion. We make the
drums that return all the emotions you give. The drums that
help you create a sound as individual as you are. At Pearl,
we’ve been producing the world’s finest drums since the
1940’s. You’ve seen them on stages all across the world,
played by the true stars of every type of music imaginable.
We listen to players. Both to what they say, and to the voice
that speaks when they play. The instruments on the
following pages represent our commitment to the
percussionists of the world. They are in fact their drums.
They offer a sound and character that can set your emotions
free, and a quality of instrument that only the largest
manufacturer of percussion equipment in the world can
deliver. Whether you are a beginner, or a seasoned pro, a
quality instrument will change the way you play forever. If
you have the heart, mind and soul of a player, then you have
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what it takes to play Pearl.

Miami Studio Great

Horacio

Hernandez
Renowned Latin Jazz Artist

Niles

Eddie

Conard

Hartenberger
Gloria Estefan
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Ed
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Independant
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John
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Jose´
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Elite Wood

Congas
Some of the top players in the world perform using our Elite Wood Congas as their live
and studio instruments of choice. These Congas represent top of the line in every respect.
Beautifully hand crafted shells of 100% aged Thai Oak and genuine Water Buffalo Heads
help our Elite Wood Congas produce a tone steeped in tradition, and second to none. Their
sound is extremely warm, sweet, and well rounded, with a perfect balance of both high and
low end tones. The shell’s exterior features a highly polished, durable finish in your choice of
four beautiful see-through colors. Our polished solid steel Contour Crown Rims take the
pain out of extended playing by providing a smooth, comfortable, contoured edge. Solid
steel tension hooks and hardware plates with self-centering sleeves, keep the lugs centered
and bind free at all times. This ensures the tuning process will be smooth, accurate and
trouble free, time and time again. Our Elite Wood Congas are available in three sizes, 11”,
11-3/4”, and 12-1/2”, but available with just one sound...awesome.
PEARL ELITE WOOD CONGAS

PCW-125DX
Elite Series Wood Tumba

PCW-110DX

11” Elite Series Wood
Quinto

PCW-117DX

11-3/4” Elite Series Wood
Conga

PCW-125DX

12-1/2” Elite Series Wood
Tumba

PCW-110DX
Elite Series Wood Quinto

#516 Tropical Blue

#520 Raspberry Fizz

PCW-117DX
Elite Series Wood Conga

#511 Natural

#517 Island Shadow

Conga Bag
Protect your Conga
investment with one of
our heavy weight nylon
Conga Bags. One size
fits all of our various
Conga sizes including all
Fiberglass and Primero
Models.
PPB-100
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Elite Fiberglass

Congas
Elite Series Fiberglass Congas offer a precision formed fiberglass shell, uniquely
shaped to provide a brighter tone, with increased volume, great projection, and
excellent hi-end cut. Their sound is well balanced, full and rich, perfectly at home in
most any playing situation. These drums have become some of the most popular
instruments we offer due to the extra volume available to the player in live
performance settings. Our Elite Series Fiberglass Congas also share all of the
outstanding features of our Elite Wood Congas. Features like fully aged supreme
quality Water Buffalo Heads for great response and tonal quality, and polished solid
steel Contour Crown Rims, perfect for today’s aggressive playing styles. High
strength polished steel Tension Rods and hardware with a built in self centering
sleeve help insure the claw stays perfectly centered during tuning for the ultimate in
precision and extended durability. Elite Fiberglass Congas are available in three sizes,
11” Quinto, 11-3/4” Conga, and 12-1/2” Tumba, and are offered in both high gloss
#602 Bistre Black as shown below or #607 Deep Orchid shown at left.

PEARL ELITE FIBERGLASS CONGAS

PCF-117DX Elite Series
Fiberglass Conga

PCF-110DX

11” Elite Series Fiberglass
Quinto

PCF-117DX

11-3/4” Elite Series Fiberglass
Conga

PCF-125DX

12-1/2” Elite Series Fiberglass
Tumba

PCF-110DX Elite Series
Fiberglass Quinto

PCF-125DX Elite Series
Fiberglass Tumba
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Elite Tube

Cajons

PCJ-120 12” Elite
Series Tube Cajon

Elite Series Tube Cajons are an extremely
exciting all new Pearl exclusive. These 28” tall,
100% S class Thai Oak tubes feature a thin oak
playing surface instead of a traditional animal skin
head. They are played like Congas, using all the
same techniques, but their tonal quality is much
different. Elite Series Tube Cajons offer an
incredibly warm and resonant tone, with great bass
response and cutting hi-end slaps. They are pretuned with no adjustment necessary. No other
instrument sounds like a Tube Cajon, with many
new artists finding them their instrument of choice.
They are extremely
versatile as a stand
alone instrument and
offer a perfect
addition to any
PCJ-140 14” Elite
player’s percussion
Series Tube Cajon
PCJ-100 10” Elite
Series Tube Cajon
set-up. Three sizes are
available, 10”, 12” and 14”. Our Tube Cajons are
also a dream come true when it comes time to transport your
gear to a gig. All three size drums neatly nest inside one
another, allowing three instruments to take up the space of
For compact travel our Elite Series
only one during transport. Elite Series Cajons are available in Tube
Cajons nest to allow three drums
to
take
up the space of one.
#511, High Gloss Natural Oak.

PEARL ELITE SERIES TUBE CAJONS
PCJ-100
PCJ-120
PCJ-140
PCJ-024
PCJ-1012
PCJ-1214

10” Elite Series Tube Cajon
12” Elite Series Tube Cajon
14” Elite Series Tube Cajon
10”, 12”, 14” Set with Bag
10˝ & 12˝ Set
12˝ & 14˝ Set

Elite Box

Cajons
PBC-511 Elite
Series Box Cajon

The rear of the
Elite Series Box Cajon
features a sound hole
to mix the internal
sound of the drum
with the attack of the
striking surface.

Pearl’s all new Elite Series Box Cajon represents an entirely new concept for Box
Cajons. We have taken a traditional Peruvian style design and incorporated four
tunable strings inside the drum which rest against the playing surface. This adds a
great new depth and presence to the overall sound never before available with
existing Box Cajons. The instrument is played while seated on the top of the box
facing forward. The top right and left corners of the face plate are played with the
Pearl logo designating the striking location for maximum bass response. The rear
sound hole mixes the internal sound with the attack of the face plate. Our
individually tunable strings act as snares across the face plate offering a wide
variety of tone response. Pearl Elite Series Box Cajons are constructed of 100%
Thai Oak with triangle bracing around the sound hole for strength and durability.
The thin playing surface or face plate is bonded at the bottom and lower sides
and screwed in place along the top to allow the
compression edges to be adjusted for optimum sound.
Four individually
tunable strings act as
Elite Series Box Cajons are available in #511, High Gloss
snares adding a new
Natural Oak.
dynamic to the overall
sound of a traditional
Peruvian style Box cajon.
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Elite Wood

Djembes
Our Elite Wood djembe is perfect for both the professional player as
well as the occasional drum circle enthusiast. Djembes are well known for
their versatility, offering great highs, a rich full bodied tone and beautiful
low end presence. With origins from western Africa, Djembes have
become extremely popular today, showing up in all types of musical
performances, from unplugged acoustic shows at local clubs, to stadium
tours with some of the biggest names in music today. Our Elite Wood
Djembe shell is pure 100% aged Thai Oak, featuring a smooth hourglass
shape for a warm traditional tone exclusive to this instrument. Thinner,
ultimate quality, true Goat Skin Heads help our Elite Wood Djembe to
produce an extremely wide frequency response, allowing the drum to be
the most versatile of all hand drums. Our polished steel Contour Crown
Rims take the pain out of playing by offering a smooth edge, and our
solid steel claws and hardware provide great tuning integrity. Our 12.5”
Elite Wood Djembe is available in a choice of four lustrous colors shown
below, and comes complete with carry strap.
PEARL ELITE WOOD DJEMBE
PJW-340

12.5” Thai Oak Djembe
with Strap.
#511 Natural

#516 Tropical Blue

#520 Raspberry Fizz

#517 Island Shadow

PJW-340 Elite
Wood Djembe

Elite Fiberglass

Djembes
For players looking for a Djembe
with more volume and brightness,
without loosing the versatility and great
tone these instruments offer, look no
further than our Elite Fiberglass
Djembes. Their precision, hand formed
fiberglass shells with specially
contoured shape, and genuine goat
skin heads provide the widest dynamic
range possible. Their tone offers rich
low end, and their unique suspensiontype center ring and polished steel
Contour Crown hoop produces
unmatched sustain. Elite Fiberglass
Djembes are available in two sizes,
12.5” and 14”, and two color choices,
complete with carry strap.
PEARL ELITE FIBERGLASS DJEMBE

PJF-350 Elite
Fiberglass Djembe
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PJF-320 Elite
Fiberglass Djembe

PJF-320

12.5” Elite Fiberglass
Djembe with Strap.

PJF-350

14” Elite Fiberglass
Djembe with Strap.

#602 Bistre Black

#607 Deep Orchid

Elite Wood

Bongos
Pearl Elite Series Wood bongos offer a
beautiful, warm, traditional bongo tone,
combined with the quality that only Pearl
can provide. Our Elite Wood Bongos
represent the ultimate Bongo in both sound
and performance. Great features like an
oversized Hembra for maximum bass
response, prime Thai Oak shell for a warm,
smooth tone, and polished heavy duty steel
hardware for durability and tuning integrity,
make our Elite Series an excellent choice for
both the pro player and hobbyist alike. Our
Contour Crown rims provide painless
playability, and four beautiful color choices,
including new Raspberry Fizz shown here,
insures they look as good as they sound.

PBW-300DX Elite
Wood Bongo

PEARL ELITE WOOD BONGOS
PBW-300DX

7”and 9” Elite Wood
Bongos

#511 Natural

#520 Raspberry Fizz

#516 Tropical Blue

#517 Island Shadow

Elite Fiberglass

Bongos
For players seeking greater volume and
projection, Pearl’s Elite Series Fiberglass bongos
have the answer. Fiberglass has long been a
favorite of performing professionals due to the
brightness and volume of the tone, and Pearl’s
Elite Series Fiberglass Bongos have the sound,
features, and quality that put them way ahead of
the pack. Our Elite Series Fiberglass Bongos share
the same outstanding polished hardware and
Contour Crowns and are available in Bistre Black
and Deep Orchid as shown here to perfectly
match our Elite Fiberglass Congas and Djembes.

PBF-300DX Elite
Fiberglass Bongo

PEARL ELITE FIBERGLASS BONGOS
PBF-300DX

7”and 9” Elite
Fiberglass Bongos
#602 Bistre Black

#607 Deep Orchid

Elite Wood

Batas
Our double headed Batas are based upon ancient African
designs and feature naturally finished 100% Thai Oak shells for
great tone. Chrome plated conga style tuning brackets with
extra strength claws and traditional rims, provide excellent
tuning features. These prized ceremonial drums offer a great,
warm, traditional tone. The smaller head of the Bata sounds
similar to a Bongo, while the larger head has a Djembe type
sound. Both drums are played together to create endless
rhythmic patterns. Elite Batas are available in 3 sizes.
PEARL ELITE WOOD BATAS

PBA-50 Oconcolo
Elite Bata

PBA-60 Itotele
Elite Bata

PBA-70 Iya
Elite Bata

PBA-50

Oconcolo (small) Bata

PBA-60

Itotele (medium) Bata

PBA-70

Iya (large) Bata
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Primero Wood

Congas
Our extremely popular, naturally finished Wood Primero
Conga set is the perfect blend of cutting edge, high quality
features, combined with outstanding value for the working
percussionist. Primero Wood Conga sets offer a full size 10”
and 11” Conga, featuring pure 100% Thai Oak construction
for an extremely warm, rich tone, and come complete with
a fully adjustable, sturdy, double braced twin conga stand.
Black powder coated steel Contour Crown rims and high
quality Water Buffalo heads, give these Congas the look
and sound of Congas costing hundreds more. Primero
Congas are available in #511 High Gloss Natural Oak.
PRIMERO WOOD CONGA SETS
PWC-201
PWC-201S

Primero Fiberglass

Congas
If you need extra volume, cut, and projection from your
Conga set, Primero Fiberglass is the only choice. Primero
Fiberglass Twin Conga sets feature a 10” and 11” matched set
of Congas with precision formed, supreme quality fiberglass
shells. Powder coated black steel Contour Crown rims,
genuine Water Buffalo heads, and a sturdy, double braced twin
Conga stand complete the package. For performance, sound,
and price, you simply cannot find a better set of Congas.
PEARL PRIMERO FIBERGLASS CONGAS
PFC-201
PFC-201S
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10”/11” Fiberglass
Conga Set with Stand.
10”/11” Fiberglass Conga
Set with Basket Stands.

#602 Bistre Black

#610 Deco Blue

10”/11” Thai Oak Conga
Set with Stand.
10”/11” Thai Oak Conga
Set with Basket Stands

Primero Wood

Bongos
Primero Bongos are based upon our top of the line
Elite Series and they offer many of the same
outstanding features as Bongos costing much, much
more. Their 100% Thai Oak construction, proportional
sized drums, and high quality heads, combine to
produce a tone that is very warm and resonant with
great response. Black powder coated Contour Crown
rims and high strength steel tension rods ensure
accurate tuning and dependability under any playing
conditions. Primero Bongos are available in #511 High
Gloss Natural Oak.
PRIMERO WOOD BONGOS
PWB-100

7˝/8.5˝ Thai Oak
Bongos.

Primero Fiberglass

Bongos
Primero Fiberglass Bongos provide many of the same
great features of our Elite Series Bongos. Couple this with
added affordability and you have a winning combination of
high quality and value. These Bongos also feature our Black
powder coated Contour Crown rims and traditional Water
Buffalo heads. Tuning is consistent and reliable thanks to high
strength steel tension rods. A durable high luster gel coating
insures years of service and great looks.

PRIMERO FIBERGLASS BONGOS
PFB-100

6˝/ 7˝ Fiberglass
Bongos.
#602 Bistre Black

#610 Deco Blue

Primero Fiberglass

Djembe
Our 9.5” Primero Fiberglass Djembe is the perfect portable drum for the
weekend drum circle crowd. Djembes are more forgiving than any other
hand percussion instrument allowing even the beginning percussionist to get
great tone and playing enjoyment as they learn. Our Primero Fiberglass
Djembe is an excellent hand drum featuring a precision laid fiberglass shell
specifically designed to focus and transfer the energy generated by the head.
Other features include black powder coated Contour Crown Rim, solid steel
tension rods and genuine Goat skin head. Our Primero Fiberglass Djembe is
available in two gel coat colors, and comes complete with carry strap.
PRIMERO FIBERGLASS DJEMBE
PJF-310

9.5” Primero Fiberglass
Djembe with Strap.
#602 Bistre Black

#610 Deco Blue
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Elite

Timbales

ETB-13

ETB-14

ETB-15

PEARL ELITE TIMBALES
ETB-13

13˝ Brass Shell Timbale

ETB-14

14˝ Brass Shell Timbale

ETB-15

15˝ Brass Shell Timbale

A typical Salsa setup utilizing just a few of the many Pearl Percussion
accessories available including Elite Timbales, Elite Cowbells and Pearl’s
highly adaptable QRS Multi-stand.
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Pearl Elite Timbales offer an exclusive, 7.5˝ extra deep,
premium manufactured Brass Shell, with precision rolled
bearing edges for an unbelievable tone that features
exceptional warmth, cut, and excellent cascara. Brass offers the
warmth of wood, combined with the volume, projection and
presence of metal, to create what many call the perfect Timbale
voice. These incredible Timbales are perfect for the needs of
the professional player, or any player that requires an
uncompromising, authentic Timbale sound.
Elite Timbales feature durable powder coated traditional steel
hardware, lugs, and rims, and extra long reach, self centering
tension nuts. This allows perfect rimshots and offers the ultimate
in both tuning integrity and dependability. Elite Timbales are
sold individually so you can select exactly the size combination
that you desire. And for a truly winning combination, Pearl’s
QRS Multi-stand allows for quick mounting with endless
positioning capabilities and the ability to add accessories like
never before.

Primero

Timbales
Primero Timbales offer a choice of shell materials. Choose from a
traditional precision formed smooth Chrome Plated Steel Shell offering a
tone that is slightly drier than Brass, with great volume, projection and
attack. The smooth continuous look of the shell is very reminiscent of
traditionally made Timbales and is perfect for complicated cascara patterns
and shell sticking. Our all new, virtually indestructable Fiberglass Timbales
provide a eruptive attack and room filling volume. Both Timbales feature
drumset style lugs, tension rods and solid steel hoops to provide consistent
and reliable tunability. Our Primero Timbale sets features a 13˝ and 14˝
Timbale, a sturdy Timbale stand featuring full height and tilt adjustments,
dual drum bumpers, and a cowbell holder. A Pearl 5˝ cowbell and a pair of
Timbale sticks are also included.

PTS-5134

PEARL PRIMERO TIMBALES
PTS-5134

13˝/14˝ Steel Shell
Timbales/tilting stand

PTF-5134

13˝/14˝ Fiberglass Shell
Timbales/ tilting stand

PEARL PRIMERO FLAT TIMBS
#602 Bistre Black

#610 Deco Blue

PTB-313I

3”x13” Brass Shell Timb

PTE-313I

3”x13” Steel Shell Timb

PTF-5134

Primero

PTB-313I

Flat Timbs
Primero Flat Timbs are a great way to integrate percussion sounds
into your drum kit set-up, or they can be used in a traditional
percussion set-up to provide a much wider range of Timbale voices.
Primero Flat Timbs are 3”X13”, and are available with either Brass or
Steel shells. They feature drumset style rims and lugs, and come
complete with Pearl’s patented Integrated Suspension System Mount.

PTE-313I
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Bala

Cowbells
The All New Bala Cowbells from Pearl Percussion offer the professional
percussionist a modern instrument that effortlessly exudes room penetrating
energy with maximum resonance. From the first strike you will notice the pure,
undiluted tone of a quality instrument. This sonic power is achieved via a
synergy of metal alloys that sets Bala Cowbells apart from the rest. Not only
are Bala Cowbells sonically appealing but also visually with a smooth, virtually
seamless design with a lustrous polished finish. Bala Cowbells are available as
a mounted model or a classic hand-held. If you’re looking for that traditional
Salsa “Campana” sound or simply expanding your drumkit, look no further
than Bala Cowbells.

BCM-10
Mounted
Campana Bell

Elite

Cowbells

BCH-10
Hand-Held
Campana Bell

Our Elite Series True Tone Cowbells feature advanced, sonic engineered shapes, with precision Argon welded
seams, to produce a sound quality you’ve just got to hear to believe. Their tone is full, clear and bright, with
excellent sustain. Their angled mounting bracket features an internal eyebolt that clamps against the mounting
arm creating the most secure, easy to use mounting method available. Elite Cowbells are available in six
sizes, including our Rock Bell, which features our exclusive PowerFlange edge formed into the bell.
PowerFlange is a ridge at the opening of the bell that allows it to produce a dry, controlled, yet open
tone with more volume and strength than bells with plastic strips attached. With PowerFlange, you’ll
never have to muffle your bell again to get that great Rock Cowbell sound.
Our Elite Series hand-held Agogo bell is an excellent performance bell. It offers an authentic
Brazilian sound and tuning. You can play the Agogo bell traditionally with sticks, and you can
also squeeze the flexible connecting handle to click the two bells together for an additional
sound. The ECB-23 has all the same great features but in a mountable version.

ECB-9
Timbale Bell
ECB-6
Mambo Bell
ECB-5
Fusion Bell
ECB-3
Cha-Cha Bell

ECB-22
Mounted
Agogo Bell

ECB-23
Agogo Bell

ECB-1
Chico Bell

ECB-10
Rock Bell

Primero

Cowbells
If you’re looking for both quality and excellent value, you
will not find a better bell for your money than our Primero
Series Cowbells. Great tone, superb volume, fully precision
welded seams, and a sturdy mounting system make these
bells a great addition to any percussion set-up. Primero
bells are available in 4” and 6” sizes.
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PCB-6
Primero Bell

PCB-4
Primero Bell

Hand Held

Shakers and Effects

PSK-10
Shekere

PEC-12
Egg Carton

PAS-100
Ago-Sha*

PCL-10
Fiber Claves

We offer a full line of innovative hand percussion effects to help you create a wide variety of interesting and
beautiful sounds and rhythms. Our Fiberglass Shekere is an outstanding instrument featuring a precision formed,
traditional shaped, fiberglass shell for increased volume and projection. It is about half the weight of traditional
Shekeres and has adjustable cords to change the tension on the beads allowing you to vary the sound.
Traditional Clave are usually Rosewood, which like any wood, is prone to drying and cracking as it ages. Pearls
new Fiberglass Claves are exempt from this phenomenon and are consistent in sound year after year. Our new
Egg Carton features three egg shakers in a translucent tube. The eggs can be played separately or all packed in
the carton as a complete unit and played. Our hi and low Agogo Pops are Agogo bells with an internal weighted
striker that can be played like a shaker, gripped by the foam handle, or held and hit with a stick. The new Vibra
Bells are dual Ago-go-like Cowbells, also equipped with an internal striker and connected by a flexible U-shaped
shaft that forms a handle. When struck, the exclusive sound and lasting sustain are amazing. Pearl aluminum Hex
Ganzas are hexogon shaped shakers that produce three separate sounds by simply shaking them against
different sides of the instrument. Their unique light tone can also produce a wah-wah effect.
The Shakerine, Mini Shakerine and Ganzeiro combine a shaker/ganza type sound with a Tambourine jingle
sound. Both sounds can be played independently or together by varying the technique. The Shakerine features a
full size wooden Tambourine with a Ganza handle. The Mini-Shakerine is a small square Ganza with a set of
Tambourine jingles while the M.I.P.A. Award-winning Mini-Ganzeiro is larger with drier Brazilian style jingles. And
the all new Tambourine with quick release mount allows easy mounting on virtually any hardware and
releases quickly for hand playing. Our new Ago-Shas are a combination of a Ganza and Agogo with
built in striker. They are available in hi and low tone sizes and a double featuring both attached to a
single Ganza. Play the Ganza or the Agogo separately or both together to create a host of
sounds. Our Beaded Maracas feature Shekere style beads, comfortable foam handles,
PAS-20
and a durable fiberglass body for an excellent sound with greater control. Our Basket
Ago-Sha*
Ganza is a 4˝x9˝ woven instrument with fiberglass ends. Wooden sticks inside create a
light, airy sound when shaken against the sides or ends. And nothing creates an airy
PAS-50
Ago-Sha*
sound like Pearl’s new Windchimes. A sweep of the hand fills the room with a
transcendental wash of sound. These chimes provide a male and female connection
on opposing ends allowing them to be attached or “stacked”in sets of two or even
three. Available in your choice of Aluminum or Gold finish and includes a striker.
Unlike fragile traditional organic Guiros, Pearl’s Fiber Guiro is light-weight
yet extremely durable and provides optimal projection due to its fiberglass
construction. And with an included striker and two different playing surfaces
you have a world of sonic possibilities in your hand..
PSR-03
Shakerine*

PGA-20
Basket Ganza

PGR-01
Ganzeiro*

PSR-01*
Mini- Shakerine
PWC-32G
Windchimes

PAP-20
Agogo-Pop

PGA-32
Hex Ganza

PFG-20
Fiber Guiro
PAP-50
Agogo-Pop

PGA-30
Hex Ganza

PVB-22
Vibra Bells
PFM-20
Beaded Maracas

PTM-10GH
Tambourine

* Invented by Bart Fermie.
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Quick Release System

Multi-Stand
Pearl’s all new QRS Multi-Stand represents the most exciting, most innovative hardware design
in years, specifically for the percussionist of today. The Quick Release System allows easy, one
handle mounting of a variety of different percussion instruments with no loose wingnuts, bolts or
washers to ever keep up with again. You can mount practically any combination of instruments
on the QRS stand and take full advantage of a multitude of adjustment possibilities which add up
to the most sturdy, rock solid percussion stand on the market today.
At the heart of the new QRS Multi-Stand is an all new spring loaded swing handle that offers
one touch, secure clamping, for practically any instrument with an appropriate standard 2 hole
mounting bracket. Specialty brackets are also available for attaching bongos and cowbells
to turn the QRS Multi-Stand into the only stand you might ever need.
The new QRS Multi-Stand offers complete height
adjustability, 2 removable, fully adjustable drum
supports mounted on its leg supports, and each leg
of its ultra-sturdy leg tripod extends, allowing you to
tilt the stand in any direction to achieve set-up
possibilities never before available with traditional stands.
Use the QRS Multi-Stand to mount your Congas,
Timbales, Djembes, and Bongos in any combination
imaginable.
The all new QRS Multi-Stand is a percussionists dream
come true.

PC-1000TC
The PC-1000TC is a Timbale
Brace and Cowbell holder for
the QRS Multi-Stand.

PC-1000QRS Multi-Stand

PC-1000BB
The PC-1000BB is a Bongo Bracket
for the QRS Multi-Stand. It clamps to
the QRS Multi-Stand as shown
below and holds the top section of
your existing PB-900W Bongo Stand.

PC-1000BA

PC-1000CA/3
The PC-1000CA/3 converts
your QRS multi-stand into a
highly mobile unit in seconds.
Simply loosen three wingnuts, remove the
traction feet and slide in the caster legs.

The PC-1000BA is a Bongo post for
the QRS Multi-Stand. Remove the
Swing Clamp post and use this along
with the top section of your existing
PB-900W Bongo Stand to turn your
QRS Multi-Stand into the sturdiest
Bongo Stand ever.

PC-1000QRS Multi-Stand
Elite Timbales
PC-1000TC Timbale Brace
and Cowbell Bracket

PC-1000QRS Multi-Stand
Elite Conga
Elite Fiberglass Djembe
Elite Bongos
PC-1000BB Bongo Adapter
PB-900BH Bongo Top Tube Assembly
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PC-1000QRS Multi-Stand
Elite Congas
PC-1000CA/3 Caster Set

Twin Conga

Stands

PC-200W Primero
Twin Conga Stand

PC-950TW Heavy
Duty Twin Conga
Stand

Pearl hardware is known throughout the
drum industry as the standard by which all
others are judged. Our Twin Conga Stands
are two perfect examples of our rock solid,
dependable design philosophy. Both have
been designed to allow you to mount two full
size Pearl Congas at the perfect playing
position for optimum performance. Our super
sturdy PC-950TW Twin Conga stand shares
many of the features of our QRS Multi-Stand,
but it is designed for traditional wingnut style
Conga mounting. Full height adjustability,
individually extendable tilting legs, adjustable
drum supports, and a super sturdy heavy
duty steel base are all outstanding features of
the PC-950TW. Our PC-200W Twin Conga
Stand provides great dependability at a very
affordable price. It offers full height
adjustments, a dual drum support, and sturdy
double braced leg tripod.

If you have the need to mount a variety of different
drums, or just want a stand that does it all, there is no
better choice than our PC-900 All-Fit Stand. The PC-900
holds Congas, Djembes, Cajons, and countless other
drums with ease. Its widely adjustable tension strap
design and individually telescoping legs, provide height and angle adjustments that open up
a wide array of set-up positioning possibilities. Individual sliding drum supports are also
provided on each leg support, and can be positioned inside or outside the drum’s base for
super sturdy mounting and grip of virtually any hand drum.

ALL-Fit

Stand

PC-900 All-Fit Stand

Bongo

Stands
A great Bongo stand is a must for adding
Bongos to your live percussion set-up. Our
PB-900W Bongo Stand will fit virtually any
Bongo set on the market. It grips them at
the center connecting post and also
provides great support at both ends under
the tension bolts. Its unique, sturdy,
adjustable design also allows you to tilt the
Bongos for better set-up positioning. Our
PB-700 Bongo stand is a great choice for
both performance and value. It features a
center gripping “L” clamp to securely
mount your Bongos, and provides a single
braced leg tripod and full height
adjustability with a memory lock function
to remember your set-up positions.
PB-900W All-Fit
Tilting Bongo Stand

PB-700 Lightweight
Bongo Stand
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Holders and

PPS-31

Accessories

PPS-51

PPS-52

PPS-37

PPS-30

PTT-1212

PPS-10
and
PPS-11

PPS-15

Pearl’s various holders and accessories make it easy to build
an exciting percussion set-up as individual as your signature.
PPS-31. The PPS-31 provides an easy, simple way to add a small
cymbal to any stand.
PPS-30. Our PPS-30 is a straight single post for mounting a
cowbell or other accessory to most any stand.
PPS-37. The PPS-37 is a 360° adjustable angle post with
heavy duty, quick release clamp that provides great flexibility
when mounting a Cowbell, our quick release tambourine or
other accessory.
PTT-1212. Need a place to shelve your Sticks, Shakers,
Ganzas and accessories while you’re playing hand drums? Then
you can’t do without Pearl’s new PTT-1212 Percussion Table.
Comes complete with clamp for stand mounting and cutouts to
keep your sticks from rolling off.
PPS-51. Our PPS-51 is a Mini Rack with 2 posts for
mounting Bells and accessories.
PPS-52. Got more Bells? Then the 4 post PPS-52 is
the answer. It provides 2 angled posts and 2 straight
post for mounting Bells above and below the rack.
PPS-10. The PPS-10 and PPS-11 Stix Free allow you to play a
Cowbell by hand to incorporate new rhythms while playing hand
drums. Stix Free is a Pearl exclusive and easily mounts to the
post of any cowbell holder. Available in 2 sizes, PPS-10 for small
bells up to 5”, and PPS-11 for larger size bells.
PPS-15. The revolutionary PPS-15 provides a super sturdy
Cowbell mount for your bass drum pedal. It allows you to play a
clave or other cowbell beat with your foot while playing hand
drums, Timbales or drumset. A great addition to any set-up.

Primero

mini’s
Pearl Percussion Mini’s are miniature versions
of our Primero Djembe, Conga and Bongos.
Constructed from durable gel-coated Fiberglass
and finished in 3 vibrant colors. Fully tunable and
highly transportable. They’re perfect for intimate
gigs, picnics or for the young player who requires a
managable size while getting started in the exciting
world of Hand Percussion.

PMC-1
#603

PMD-1
#610

PMB-1
#608
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